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i have wanted to keep amp and cabinet emulations separate from the plug-in for as long as i can
remember, but its hard to do that when half of my tracks are also comprised of an amp emulator. its

important to have a plug-in that gives you a simulated amp, and a plug-in that emulates a plug-in
amp & cabinet combination. now you can do both! eleven mk ii includes the topology of 11 amp

models: four vintage classics, three modern classics, plus a virtual version of my own dc-900 ampii
cab. eleven also includes 11 cabinets including the following topologies: 11 also includes five effects
including a multi-mode digi effects for adding effects before, during, or after your amp emulations,
plus four combination effects including the infamous fuzz factory, a line 6 bass distortion, a line 6
rotary speak, plus a multi-mode four layer drive for adding distortion during your amp emulations.
eleven also has two simple stompbox variations, and a dirty live mode and a clean live mode, each
with a different set of lfos and cv sources. i wanted to keep amp and cabinet emulations separate
from the plug-in for as long as i can remember, but its hard to do that when half of my tracks are

also comprised of an amp emulator. its important to have a plug-in that gives you a simulated amp,
and a plug-in that emulates a plug-in amp & cabinet combination. now you can do both! eleven mk ii

also includes a 987 bass expansion module with 128 presets, allowing you to simply plug the bass
into an eleven set up and record in realtime, or step-in and out with hardware panning. an additional

128 presets will be provided as part of the upcoming bass expansion pack.
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